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Preface

A Russian View of the Moscow Trials, by Alexandre Barmine

Editorials from The New York Times

PREFACE
In the following pages there is made available for the readers of
Zirtewtational Conci8kcdion additional material relative to present
$ conditions in Soviet Russia. During the past year press reports of
- ,$$massarrests and dismissals, of trials and executions involving per<,
(4 '
' sons in all walks of life-high
government officials, generals, railway
and restaurant workers, and those engaged in industry and agricul6;
k-,
t u r e h a v e appeared with increasing frequency. After a trial a t
r,
Moscow in January, 1937, a t which the testimony of the defendants
T
was said to have confirmed the Government's charges that Leon
F.
"' '
Trotsky, once War Commissar but for some years exiled from the
U.S.S.R., had directed a conspiracy to overthrow the Soviet regime,
an impartial committee of which Dr. John Dewey acted as chairman,
made an inquiry into the charges against M. Trotsky. Dr. Dewey's
explanation of the significance of the Trotsky trial and a former
Soviet diplomat's interpretation of recent events in Russia form the
first part of this document.
'In "Time fights on the Side of Democracy, " Mr. Simeon Strunsky
surveys the several forms of government and arrives a t the clearly
expressed conclusion that "The democratic position will remain
strong as long as the democratic home front stands firm, as long as
the free peoples retain confidence in the method of progress through
liberty. " ,
Three editorials on problems of the day conclude the pamphlet.
All of these articles have been published previously: the interview
with Dr. Dewey is reprinted here through the courtesy of The
Washingtofi Post; for the other material, the Carnegie Endowment
makes acknowledgment to The New York T~Ms.
+

f
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New York, January 12, 1938.

RESOLUTION
ADOPTED BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE:
CARNEGIE. ENBOWMIENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE
AT THE SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING HELD IN NEW YORK
DECBMBER 13, 1 9 3 7

AT A MOMENT 'when the force and power of treaty obligations
between nations &e being b r b y challenged, the ~ r u s i e e sof the
I

I

C,amegie E n b m e n t for Intanattonal dPeacewish to record their

CbilviCtion thst there is no path to permanent peace, no hope for

the rkgnof law and order in international affairs, sive by an insistI

1

a c e updn the observance by natiom of

the d e m n covenants they

have made. They hold that a world ia which no distinction is mad4
between those who keep their word and those whb break it, between

thoee who seek to live a t peace with their neighbor8 sad those who
commit acts of obvious aggression, is a world fmedwmed to anerohy
and t h k h l e of tbe sword alone. #Insuch a world no nation, great or
I

.

small, on whatever continent--our own included--can hope to be
8

.

at rest.

They believe these principles to be of vital concern to the f u t y ~

welfare of America and 'declare that she cannot, if she would, divtst

h

d of responsibility for their maintenance and defense.

A RUSSIAN VIEW OF THE MOSCOW TRIALS1
BY ALEXANDREBARMINE
PARIS, Dec. 22.-TO the long list of executions of political and
military leaders in Soviet Russia, which began d t h the trial of
Gregory Zinoviev and companions in August, 1936, have been added
within the last few days the names of Leo M. Karakhan, former
Ambassador to Turkey, and Avel S. Yenukidze, who was the closest
boyhood friend and fellow-revolutionary of Joseph Stalin during
forty years.
Yenukidze and Stalin suffered exile in Siberia together. Some
years ago Yenukidze was secretary of the executive committee of the
party-that is to say, the second most important man in the Soviet
Union. Even after his disgrace, Stalin kept him in a subordinate
office.
Now he is dead, and his death, even more than that of Karakhan,
Nikolai Bukharin, Gregory Piatakov, Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevsky, and Zinoviev, marks the degree to which Stalin has found it
necessary to rid himself of those who were his colleagues and companions, even friends and brothers, in the past.
There has been a change in process only. Zinoviev and Piatakov
received a public trial, for what i t was worth, before they were
executed. Stalin found it necessary to accuse them publicly, and, some
way or other, their " confessions" were obtained. These "confessions" served two purposes. They served to satisfy the masses that
Stalin was protecting the Soviet workers and the revolution against
"traitors, " and secondly, they proved to all other future victims that
"confession " was useless. Zinoviev and Piatakov were executed
just the same.
There were some, perhaps, who did not believe these confessions
and who knew that the'trial was a comedy and the documents invented. But fear had begun its work. It worked two ways. Those
who felt that, for one reason or another, they would be accused,
knew they could do nothing. On Stalin's side it was recognized that
more "public confessions" could not be obtained. It was impossible
to risk more public trials.
it was even impossible to bring men like Tukhachevsky, General I.
E.Yakir, and General Uborevitch before judges who had been since
1 Copyrighted by The New Ywk Times Company and the North American Newspaper
Alliance, Inc. Reprinted by ~ermisaionfrom The Times of December 23, 25, and 29,1937

the revolution their colleagues and friends, men like Marshal Vassilyl
Bluecher, Marshal T. I. Alksnis and Marshal Simeon Budyenny.
The names of these men were signed to the death sentences so as to
satisfy the masses that the " traitors" had been tried and condemned.
by men who had been their friends as well as their judges.
Perhaps Stalin sought also to cover himself by incriminating these
soldiers in these executions without trial, which had begun to become
necessary: now that no more "confessions" were obtainable. But less
than six months after the condemnation to death of Tukhachevsky
i t had been Alksnis's turn to disappear-shot with his wife.
He had been a candidate for the Supreme Council, but a few days
before the election his name was withdrawn and since then there has
been no.news. That he is dead there is no doubt. News of his death has
been lpublishedabroad and not denied in Moscow. These other judges,
Bluecher and Budyenny, who signed with him, must now be asking
who d l follow.
Neither the value nor merit of any man will save him. Alksnis
was one of the group of energetic Letts who did so much to make
the Russian Army efficient. He was the creator of its air force; its
inspiration and guide. But that did not save him any more than did
his signature to Tukhachevsky's death warrant. AUrsnis was the
last of the four under-secretaries of Defense Commissar Klementy
Voroshilov to disappear.
The others were Marshal Gamarnik, dho is said to have committed suicide; Tukhachevsky, who was executed, and Admiral
Vladimir Orlov, who disappeared without even a death notice.
Like Bluecher and Budyenny, Voroshilov must sometimes wonder
about his position.
Thase who have been executed or have disappeared were my chiefs,
my friends, my comrades. I was eighteen years old when the revolution broke out in Russia. Like so many others of my generation in
Russia, I was filled with hope and enthusiasm for the new Russia
and the new world we were going to create. I left the university
and engaged as a volunteer in the new army. At the same time I
joined the Communist party.
Six months later I was named political commissar of the battalion
and later of the regiment, after taking part in the fighting in the
Ukraine. After a course a t military school I oerved as an officer in tbe
war against Poland. Since then I have served in the Soviet Govern-

ment in many posts and have given all my force and strength to the
workers' cause, which I espoused in 1919.
That I have quit my post as Chargb d9Maires a t Athens and
the service of MOSCOW
ia because I, like so many of those whose
named I have cited above and who are dead, have been faithful to the
revolution and because Stalin has betrayed it.
I wrote in a letter which I sent some weeks ago to an inquiry committ- on the Moscow trials:
These trials have been prepared for the extermination en
masse of those of the Communist party in Russia who carried
on the struggle for freedom, wrought the revolution, fought the
civil war, and assured the victory of the workers' State. They
have been covered with mud and delivered over to the executioner. It has seemed to me that a reactionary dictatorship has
now been set up in my country.

I did not come quickly to this conclusion. It is a difficult job for
any man brought up in the Christian or any other religion, especially
as a priest, to cut himself away from his past, and it is just as difficult
for a Socialist revolutionary to lose faith in what he has helped
create or to acknowledge that i t has been deformed. I felt that I had
become a heretic and that perhaps Stalin had some justification for
these first trials and executions.
My personal case did not appear important, and I decided that the
cause of revolution could still be entrusted to Stalin. But events of
the past year, and especially of the past six months-the systematic
method with which Stalin has exterminated all those who were
Lenin's associates, all those who helped make the revolution, all
those who have built up Russia during the last twenty years-have
proved to me, as to many others, that only the fapde of what we
sought to create is now left, and that behind that fapde, in the
name of the revolution and the workers, crimes that cannot be too
forcibly denounced are being committed against humanity and
against the workers' cause.
What is happening in Russia is the greatest lie in the world and
the greatest crime against the world workers' movement that has
ever been known. Nobody has any right if he believes as I do in the
workers' cause to conceal this state of affairs and allow his comrades
to keep their illusions about Soviet Russia
I am quite aware that I am running a personal risk in denouncing
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the Moscow Government. The fate that overtook Ignace Reiss may
overtake me, but those who assassinated him miscalculated if they
believed that their act would dissuade others from doing their duty.
[Mr. Reiss wao murdered at Lausanne, Sdtzerland, following his , '
renunciation of Stalinism.]
During my last taro months spent as Chargb d'Affaires a t Athens all
!
my friends in Mosmw stopped writing to me; my chiefs did not
i
answer my letters; my desk and papers were searched, and, finally, a
Soviet ship arrived and I was invited to dine aboard. I was a eqspect
because I had expressed some doubts about the justice ol those early
trials. Bat Moscow did not dare acckse me openly. That is not now
its methpd. I was to disappear atr so many others have disappeared.
If I had been .recalled to Moscow J would then have gone like .1
Kansfmtin K Yurenev, Ambassador to Berlin; Y. H. Dkvtian,
Ambgssador to Warsaw; Mikhail Karsky, Ambaasador to Turkey;
S. I. .Brodovsky, Minister to Latvia, and Podolsky, Minister to
Lithuania, all of whom were recaIled and shot. What risk I am r&n- d
ning now is no greater than the risk I would run remaining in the
senrice of my country.
I felt it would be doing a far greater service to the workers everywhere to do what I have done-to resign and try to explain the real
meaning of the events in Russia to protect the memory of my fellowrevolutionaries in time past against the accusations that they had
become traitors and spies, and, perhaps, to save the lives of some
of tho* who are now under threat of death by the hands of that
mysterious power which now reigns in Moscow, where we sought to
establish justice and happiness for the worker.
Thae>Isno public opinion in Russia, because the truth is not tdd
there, a 4 it is to the public opinion of the world that appeal must be ,./
made if democracy in Russia is to be saved.

1

\

*PARIS,Dec. 24.-*f
those who composed the Central Committee
of the Communist party in Russia and directed the revolution of
October, 1917, only two are left-Stalin and Trotsky.
Lenin died. Trotsky is in exile. Of the others, Michael P. Tornsky,
Gregory Zinoviev, Nikolai Bukharin, and Leo Kamenev have died,
either by their own hand or by an executioner's bullet in the back of
the neck, which is the usual form of execution in Soviet Russia.
Gregorv Y. Sokolnikov and Karl Radek are in prison as traitors, if
they are still alive.

;
!

r,

j

Only Stalin remains. He is all-powerful. So has been fulfilled
what Lenin feared when he wrote in his will that it would be dangerous to leave Stalin in the post of secretary general of the party.
He foresaw the probability of division in the party because of the
diversion of views between Stalin and Trotsky. Perhaps, also, he saw
dimly what Stalin might become, but even he could never have
imagined what has happened. His choice for succession in leadership
of the party was Gregory Piatakov as the wisest statesman and
Bukharin as the greatest theoretician.
Stalin did not forget those words. Trotsky is an exile after having
been driven out, covered with insult and discredited by accusations
of treachery-methods which have become only too common.
When Trotsky and Stalin clashed in 1927,Stalin appeared against
him ~ LaI great defender of unity of the party and its directive committee. In opposition to Trotsky and Zinoviev, he declared there
must be no lopping off of any member of the committee. He would
not for a moment consent to Tomsky, Alexei Rykov, and Bukharin,
who formed the Right Wing, being excluded.
"If we begin there, where will we end?" he asked. "We shall
be obliged to exclude more and more until the party disappears."
But a beginning was made just the same with Trotsky, and Lenin'e
prophecy has been only too well fulfilled. All others have followed.
In place of a group of able men with different opinions, but all united
in their ambition to give the workers happier lives, he is now surrounded by fear and emptiness. That's the result of his policy of
opportunism and lust for power without principle. All these machinemade celebrations and glorifications, almost deification, which fill
the presa cannot fill up that void in which he lives or drive away the
ghosts of these men who were his friends and colleagues and whom
he has murdered.
Macbeth, haunted by the ghosts of Duncan and Banquo, must have
had an easy conscience compared with this man who now rules
Russia in the name of the revolution.
To fill that void and preserve the appearance of something different
from purely personal rule, Stain has gone through the farce of
election of a Supreme Soviet. Let us look a t it. After Stalin, the most
powerful man in the Union is Nikolai Yezhov, Commissar of Police
and Interior. Three years ago he was a minor functionary, from
which he was promoted to the presidency of the Committee of Con-

trol and then to the secretayehip of the Central Committee of the
party. He is Stalin's man. He took Henry G. Yagoda's place after the
trial of Zinoviev and Kamenev, when that Commissar of Police was
disgraced because it was dleged he had badly prepared the trie!
of the accused traitors.
With his arrival to power began with full force the elimination of
the whole kernel of the revolutionary generation of the party. I t was
his name which took second place after Stalin's in nomination for
election to the Supreme Soviet and he has arrived in that legislative
body like Victory acwmpgnied by a pretorian guard of his staff and
all the police heads-fromdepartments throughout the country. When
one takes in reptesentativm of the frontier guard and others who
belong, directly or indirectly, to the secret police service, one finds in
the new Soviet nearly 150, or over 10per cent of its representatives,
form the police party. I t ie a curious comment on Stalin's boast thaq
this e l d o n was the most democratic that ever has been held in the
worid.
It was by this election that he sought to reconcile the Russian
people to the events of the last eighteen months and to the club of the
executioners who form the government. But even before the elections
were held it became evident that the gulf between the people and
this clique could not be bridged. Despite the pressure of the police
and terror it was not possible for Stalin to take the risk of permitting
other candidates than his own among whom the population could
choose.
Only one candidate could be presented in each district, and even
among these over thirty who had been chosen were e1iminated:and
probably ahat during the fifteen days before the elections.
them were such important men as Vice-Premier Valery ~ b h l a u k , ,
who formerly was chief of the mission to the United States which.
made the contract for construction of Ford automobiles in the
U.S.S.R., and about ten generals, among whom was Marshal T. I.
Alksnis, whose story was told yesterday.
In these circumstances,how can anyone believe that there has been
any reconciliation between Stalin and the Russian people, eswcialy
as the executions continue? With Leo M. Karakhan and Avel S.
Yenukidze it would seem that a new series has commenced.
Today's nempapers announce the recall of the Mihisters to Denmark and Norway. There again in the Department of Foreign Affairs,:

which was formerly free of police control and interference, one finds
the hand of Yezhov and the GPU. As I passed fourteen years in this
department since I began as a secretary under Georges .Tchitcherin,
who was Foreign Commissar before Maxim Litvinov, part of that
time spent in the External Commerce Service, I ha;e seen a t first
hand how events have developed.
During most of that time this department was stable. There were
not many changes. Men appointed by Litvinov and A. P. Rosengoltz
were left a t their posts and promoted according to merit. Dhring
this last year all that has.beefichanged. Litvinov is d l 1 there, titular
head of the Foreign Service. But of his three under-secretaries,
Gregory Sokolnikovis in priemn, Karakhan was executed, and Nikolai
Krestinsky disappeared.
Of his Ambassadors and Ministers only three remain-Ivan M.
Maisky in London, Jacob Suritz in Paris, and Alexander A. Troyanovsky in Washington. I t is a curious fact that all three came to the
Bolshevik side after the revolution had been victorious and it is
earth recalling that when Maisky was with Admiral Kolchak [White
Russian who fought against the Bolshevist side after the revolution]
he declared in an article that the civil war must be continued until
the Bolsheviki were exterminated, for only in that way could the
victory of democracy be assured.
Even in his Ministry in Moscow, Litvinov must find the atmosphere changed. Of five directors of political departments, four a t
least have disappbred during the last six months. Among them is
Neuman, who was' the predecessor of Constantine Umansky in
Washington as counselor of the Soviet Embassy.
Litvinov was my chief. He was in time past a courageous revolutionary who had Lenin's confidence. He has shown his intelligence
on a score of different occasions in world conferences. What tragic
fate has overtaken him to see his best collaborators,his closest friends,
disappear-to see the whole Eramework of his senrice broken and to
be obliged now to approve what has been done, even to praising the
executioners of his associatesf
In what other country could it happen that the Prime Minister,
the Minister of War,and the Minister of Foreign Affairs could
allow their three or four principal collaborators and many of their
staffs to be executed as spies and traitors without daring to defend
them or atithout taking some share in the responsibility in what they
are alleged to have done?

But Premier Vyacheslav Molotov, Kleminty Voroshilov, Defense
Commissar, and Litvinov have accepted the fact that their chiefs
of staff should be vilified before they were executed and have even
been humiliated themselves by taking part in this campaign of
calumny. hey surely can have no more moral credit. With the
shadow of Yezhov over their shoulden, they must know their fate
is also sealed.

PARIS, I k . 28.-I am now convinced that Nikolai Bukharin,
former chief editor of the newspaper iwestia, is among those who
have been executed by Joseph Stalin. Although no official announcement of his death has ever been made, there is no doubt in my mind,
or in that of anyone else who knows the situation in Russia, that he
has been killed.
Even Stalin, however, has not yet dared to avow his crime. His
victim was too big, for Bukharin was undoubtedly, after Lenin and
Trotsky, the best brain among the Bolshevist leaders, and war
indicated by Lenin in his will as one of two of his eventual successors.
All signs and indications, however, point to the inevitable conclusion that Bukharin has incurred the same fate as Gregory Piatakov,
Gregory Zinoviev, and Leo Kamenev. Very soon after the campaign
against "traitors and enemies of the people" began, one found in
Soviet newspapers the description "Trotskyist spies" replaced by
the more up-to-date phrase "Trotskyist-Bukharinist spies. " The
whole press began soon to afirm that the Bukharinists were the most
dangerous of the two. Public opinion had to be prepared for a new
crime.
In the November issue of the review, Soviet Justice, which is the
official organ of the Commissariat of Justice, an editorial article,
probably by Andrey Vishinsky, Soviet prosecutor, contained these
sinister, calculating words:
- Soviet justice has brought to the execution post a desperate
series of inveterate and hardened criminals, which began with
Pourichkevitch and Krasnov and finished with Zinoviev,
Kamenev, Tukhachevsky, and others.
To that list was the added comment that "among these the Bukharinists have been revealed as the most dangerous. " This passage,
appearing where it did, leaves no doubt that Bukharin was assassinated without trial.

By announcing the news indirectly, two objects were being served.
First, i t was intended to get public opinion and conscience acquainted
with the fact that the crime already had been committed, and, second,
i t was thought to neutralize indignation and revolt by permitting a
feeble hope that perhaps Bukharin was still alive.
That hope can be abandoned. As in the cases of Leo M. Karakhan
and Avel S. Yenukidze, the announcement that Bukharin, Alexei
Rykov and Y. E. Rudzutak have been executed after a secret trial
may be expected when the necessary work of psychological preparation has been done.
That Bukharin anticipated his fate probably before the others of
the Old Guard is likely. At his last meeting with Kamenev, before
the latter was arrested, he said:
"We are all lost. This monster, this sinister Genghis Khan, will
strangle us. If we resist he will crush us. If we submit he will pick
us off one after another. "
That prophecy has proved only too true. Bukharin was dismissed
from the post of director of ImstM and arrested with Rykov some
days after the trial of Piatakov and Karl Radek. As they were still
members of the central committee of the party, Bukharin and Rykov
were called before a full meeting last February. They refused in
spite of pressure to confess the absurd crimes that were imputed
to them.
I t is said that a t the close of the meeting, which was fierce and
noisy, Rykov broke down and wept. Bukharin not only defended
himself, he accused. For a few minutes he seemed about to carry the
meeting with him, when Stalin shouted:
"Take them back to prison! Let them defend themselves there!"
Their fate was then sealed. They could no more come out alive.
To understand the extent to which hate and "evidence" can be
carried, the case of Stepan S. Dybetz is very characteristic. Dybetz
was my close friend. During nearly ten years he was head of the
Russian automobile industry and well known to Americans as the
chief constructor of the Ford factory a t Gorky and later when he
visited America and, while buying great quantities of American
machinery, engaged hundreds of American engineers and mechanics
for work in Russia.
When the campaign against Bukharin began, Dybetz became a
marked man. Finally it was found that, in 1920,when Bukharin was

52
secretary of the central committee, it was he who recommended
Dybetz as a good revolutionary for inclusion in the party. As soon as
this damning evidence was discovered, Dybetz was dismissed from
his post as an "enemy of the people and a Bukharinist bandit. " Soon
he was arrested, and since then he has disappeared.
In his case, as in the case of Bukharin, probably the next news will
be an official communique announcing that they have been execu
But these announcements will not be made until it pleases the
all-powerful chief of the Russian people-that is to say, until m
minds in Russia and elsewhere have been so long accustom
thinking and fearing that Bukharin is dead that they will not be
shocked by its announcement.
Those who seek to understand all this tremendous drama should '
never forget that Stalin has an Asiatic mind. He has never been
outside Russia. These others whom he destroyed were men of
experience and view than he and as such were inimical.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TROTSKY TRIAL=
Interview with John Dewey

John Dewey, generally accepted a t home and abroad as America's
foremost philosopher, with whom The Washington Post obtained
this interview, h a had the profoundest influence on the daily educational practice of teachers in America, in China, in Mexico, in
the new schools of Europe, and even in Russia while the revolution
in that country was still under the influence of the ideale which gave
promise to its early social reforms.
Thus when a pronounced liberal of Dr. Dewey's moral and intellectual eminence states, as he does in this interview, that communism
has collapsed and that American radicals must review their whole
position in the light of this fact, his views cannot be dismissed with
the usual cry of economically conditioned prejudice.
The Marxians always talk about the influence of environment upon
thought and assert that economic factors determine a man's philosophy. This should recommend John Dewey even to the Communists,
since he speaks, not only according to their theory, as the mechanistic
product of the American scene, but as one who has always fought
for the betterment of that environment in terms of its unique problems. For Dewey is essentially an American thinker who does not
need to throw off a dozen competing systems of philosophy before
he finds his own, but who comes to his American outlook as fresh as
Thoreau came from his New England woods and as Emerson came
from Concord, the Middletown of his day. From this American point
of view and with a natural integrity which has been enhanced by a
lifetime of stern mental discipline, he sees and thinks through and
evaluates everything.
W h y then did this seventy-eight-year-old philosopher go to Mexico to act as chairman of a committee which investigated the charges
made against Leon Trotsky in the famous Moscow trials? Surely not
as referee in an ancient Communist schism. The battle of Trotsky vs.
Stalin has no value to the realism and practicality of this genuine
American, except as it affects American thought and action. Apart
from its influence upon our intellectual life and social development,
2 Reprinted

by permission from The Wushingtm Post, December 19,1937.

the dispdte between these two contending factions of communism
has no more meaning to John Dewey than the fight between Schmeling and Joe Louis, He took upon himself an arduous journey and an
ungrateful task primarily bccauee he foresaw that, wherever the
truth might lead, the outcome of this investigation would afl'ord an
opportunity for Amdcaa d e m m c y to renovate and reorient itself
toward the adoludon d ita c u m n t d a l prubIems. Only with t h t
uplanation of hwey'8 mmtdhy a n the reader understand this
interview.
Seated in hir o~preteadourbut agreeable New York apartment,
D m r d v e d ZW Port tkpatta and began at once to -outline
the baakgmu~dof hi. contcntiona with on objective remoteness
and ut@r mtlquilhy that ata &heoutstaading characteristicsof his
I

'

DuFipg the &ne month8 of its steady works, our committee
held hawings in Mexico, New York City, and Puis. It collected
many same of &davits and depositiunr and examined hundred8
of letters and documents, as well M m b g a complete analysis
of the testimony given in the Moscow trials. As a result of its
prolonged, thorough. and impartial investigation-for none of
ite ten members is a Trotskyite or affiliated in any way with his
theoriee and a c t i v i d d t found Trotsky and hss son i ~ o c e n t
of the charges brought against them.
I t found that the prosecutor made no effort to ascertain tho
truth and that his procedure contradicted a t every point tbe
rules laid down for legal procedure in Russian law in a book
edited by
prosecutor himself. It found that the three alleged
intcrviewa with Trotsky, said to hove occumd in Copenhagen,
Paris,and Oslo, never took plaa, this finding being supported
by a masp of notarized d e p w i h by persons in personal contact with Trotsky at the time the interviews were alleged to
haw beea held, many of them his political adversaries.
The hearfnga later on will be published in full. In the report
which our committee made public on December 13 we found that
TroCeky never instructed the wi&eam or any of the accused in
the MOSCOW
trials to engage in sabotage or to enter into agreements with foreign Powers a ainst the Soviet Union. On the
basis of all the evidence, we ound that Trotsky never recommended, plotted, or attempted the restoration of capitalism in
the U.S.S.R. It waa dearly established that the prwecutor a t
the trials fantastically falsified Trotsky's role before, during,
and after the October revolution. In short, the report proves the
Mocow trials to be a frame-up. Later a volume of some two
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hundred pages will be published, giving in full the evidence
on which our findings rest.
Now what of it? What difference does it make to us here
in the United States? It i s this question that must be faced.
The A'merican people must realize why the Moscow trials and our
inquiry have a claim upon the attention of every American
citizen, especially those who call themselves progressives, liberals,
or who are interested in labor. For the Russian situation as it is
illustrated in the Moscow frame-ups and the blood purges reported almost daily in the columns of the press are living events
in the consequences of which the American people and our
democracy are involved.
The great lesson to be derived from these amazing revelations
is the complete breakdown of revolutionary Marxism. Nor do
I think that a confirmed Communist is going to get anywhere
by concluding that because he can no longer believe in Stalin,
he must now pin his faith on Trotsky. The great lesson for all
American radicals and for all sympathizers with the U.S.S.R. is
that they must go back and reconsider the whole question of
means of bringing about social changes and of truly democratic
methods of approach to social progress.
The Russian experiment proves conclusively that when violence is used to bring about economic and political reform, the
method of force must be employed to keep the new government
in power. Such revolutions are inevitably made by a few people.
They can only retain their political supremacy by a combination
of two methods: partly by making concessions to the many, such
as differentials in wages, etc., which are essentially the grounds
for Trotsky's claim that the Stalinist regime has abandoned
Marxism and is on its way to state capitalism unless overthrown by the workers; partly, as the Stalinist regime has done,
by suppressing all opposition, even within the party, and in doing
this the Stalinites have not been a t all choice in their methods.
The dictatorship of the proletariat has led and, I am convinced,
always must lead to a dictatorship over the proletariat and over
the party. I see no reason to believe that something similar
would not happen in every country in which an attempt is made
to establish a Communist government.
According to the original theory, this dictatorship was, of
course, supposed to be merely a necessary evil on the way to
complete socialization. But practically things do not and cannot
in the U.S.S.R. is
work out that way. The pre~ent~government
so established, so thoroughly entrenched, that it also can only
be overthrown by force. The gestures which are being made
toward constitutional government only emphasize the fact
that democracy in the Soviet Union is a farce.

For a moment Dr. Dewey meditated his next words.
The vicious element in the whole conception [he began agdh
dowly) is that the end is ao
that it justifies the use of
any means. This idea is so
ined in the Communists9
that our own radicals
excuse the present assassinations on that W m . In fact, h o m e r , it is the means that
are employed that decide the ends or consequences that are actually attained.
'

This profound truth, so simply u t t d by this wise philosopher,
recalls Nietzsche's vhrds, that thoughts which come on the feet
of doves are the mt decisive
It is a statement that all Amticans of e v q pditid shade of opinioa should deeply meditate.
Are v b h - 1 1 8
not justas guilty as the Russians in this respect?
Wq toq in recent years have had the most idealistic ends which
were d e e d largely if not entirely by the means used to attain

It is precisely this uesltion of the importance of the means
[continued Dr. ~ e w e awhich creates the r i d @ of surveying
our ‘situation ,with a view to attaining democratic means to
achieve our democratic ends. The Ruesian dbb8ccle again demonstrates obviously that you cannot get away from honest
methods without getting into trouble.
While the U.S.S.R. proclaims complete freedom of the individual as its end, the means they use violate every elementary
freedom of thought, speech, press, and freedom of movement,
since they have revived the system that obtained under the
Tsars of demanding passports for domestic travel.
Now, their sympathizers say: 'Even if there are defects in
the U.S.S.R. we have to support it (and they do so by not
letting the truth be known about it) on the theory that the
Soviet Union is the great bulwark against the Fascist national'
From a military ,point of view then is still some truth in this
contention, although the execution of the commander-inchief
and many.:uf the generals on hi9 staff has seriously shaken the
position of tbe U.S.S.R., even from a military point of dew.
However,. in any case, if the methods used by the Soviet
Union are mezging more and more with those of Hitlerism, how
can we rely upbn them? The essence of fascism is no eweeter if
called by aome other name. If Hitler is compelled to move more
and more in the direction of State capitalism in order to maintain his pasition, we may expect a gradual approach of the two
nations toward each other. The policy of an alliance with Russia
ie an old policy of Bismarck's and of the German general staff.
If war is delayed for a few years, it is not inconceivable that

Russia and Germany will again be allies. We have to face this
podbili ty.
In any case, the conclusion, or moral, or whatever you want to
call it, is that we must depend in our own country upon our own
democratic methods for the working out of our own problems,*
both domestic and international. We must stop looking to the
Soviet Union as a model for solving our own economic difficulties
and as a source of defense for democracy against fascism.
I t is to be hoped that the American worker will appreciate
the bearing which these developments have upon his situation,
for a t present the labor movement in our country is in danger of
being torn to pieces by the fight between the two Communist
factions. And yet i t is the great majority which belongs to neither
of these factions that is the important element in any consistent
labor movement in this country.
I t is common knowledge that the C. I. 0.[Committee for Industrial Organization] in its eagerness for rapid growth a t the
beginning accepted many members and even used organizers who
belonged to one of these Communist factions or the other. No
doubt this was done on the theory that they could be dealt with
later on, but, as things now stand, they are giving the C. I. 0.
leadership a great deal of trouble.
The danger lies in the fact that the tactics employed by these
Communist groups have invaded the forces of labor and are
attempting to divide it. Only the other day a trade union official
was murdered in Minneapolis and at once the Communists and
their sympathizers ask us to believe that Minneapolis workers
friendly to Trotsky~assassinatedCorcoran. When unionists who
are not in any way connected wi* Trotsky ridiculed the charge,
they were a t once denounced as Trotskyite stooges. This is a
recent example of the way in which the preposterous Moscow
trials are used tb disrupt the ranks of labor in this country. Nor
will i t be the last time. Absurd as i t may seem, the chances are
that American labor and progressive groups are going to be
asked over and over again to decide local questions on the
bash of these charges which have been artificially manufactured
by one group of Russians against another.
What the leaders of these contending factions should realize is
that they are only hurting the cause of labor by struggling for a
theoretical perfection of society which exists only in their own
minds, and which, when i t was actually put into practice, was
destroyed by the very people who set i t up. When the labor movement accepted these Communist factions, the great mass of
labor, which belongs to neither group, was very poorly served by
a leadership which used the same methods of expediency which
the U.S.S.R. has practiced, namely, that the end justifies the
means. Fortunately, i t is not too late for the great mass of union
members and their leaders to face the realities and lay out policies

that will result in sounder, if somewhat less accelerated, growth
of the American trades union movement.
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Suddenly, Dr. Dewey's face lit up with one of his gentle, quizzical i
smiles. His voice became momentarily more familiar.
You know, it would be ridiculous, this whole Trotsky business,
if its effects had not been so disastrous. When you think about
it, it is a fantastic supposition that Trotsky, an exile, with a
couple of secretaries a t most, constantly under police surveillance and driven from one country to another, should be able
to upset Russia.

At this point The Post reporter interposed a question:
Dr. Dewey, won't the American Communists say that you,

too, are indirectly supporting Trotsky'e claims to the leadership

of their party and thereby stimulating the hostilities between

the two factions?
Oh certainly [replied Dewey], they have already accused our
whole committee of being Trotskyites. We expected that, but
we can stand it. However, it may be just as well to clear up
the point.
During the trials I asked Trotsky whether there was any
reason to believe that a proletarian revolution in any other
country would be more successful than that of Russia. His reply
was evasive, of course. He claimed that such a revolution could
be successful in a country that was culturally and industrially
more advanced than Russia. Personally, I have always disagreed
with the ideas and theories of Trotsky and I disagree with him
now, if possible, more than ever. I t is undoubtedly true that
Trotsky has adhered more closely to the pure Marxian line than
has the Stalinist regime. His insistence upon the permanent
revolution or a series of proletarian revolutions in all countries is
sufficient proof of this. From'my point of view-that such revolutions inevitably defeat their own ends--this means that, by
adopting the Trotsky direction, American radicals would be
jumping out of the frying pan into the fire.
Moreover, though Trotsky carried on a controversy with
Lenin, often bitter on both sides, regarding the necessity for
dictatorial control of the party, when he met Lenin in Russia
in 1917, he went over completely to the Lenin point of view that
dictatorship of the party is necessary. If Trotsky had remained
in power, he might have attempted to retain more democracy
within the party itself. But he has never faced the question
whether democracy within the party can be maintained when
there is complete suppression of democracy outside the party.
The idea of democracy is an exacting master. The limitation
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of it to a small group involves such a contradiction that in the
end democracy even within the party is bound to be destroyed.
Aside from this point, the essential evils of violent revolution
and of dictatorship by a class remain in full force in Trotsky's
Marxian philosophy and upon an even wider scale. This is the
reason why I said earlier that Communists and their sympathizers among liberals cannot' solve the problem which the
present dbbbgcle in the Soviet Union puts to them, by turning to
Trotsky.
9

The concept that revolutionary means can only produce counterrevolution may be a somewhat abstract thought to the average
reader. Translated into everyday language it means that the way
you live determines the way you think. If you triumph by ruthlessness, then you must expect a ruthless counterattack. That is why
the Russian experiment, in Dewey's opinion, now forces the radicals
in our country to turn to democracy and the application of reason
to the daily development of economic problems. That is why Dewey
despairs completely of the theoretic Marxian principles, because their
practical application resulted in nothing but the crassest dictatorship.
Remembering how great had been Dewey's influence on the
educational methods put into practice in the new Soviet educational
system, it occurred to me that the renunciation of his belief in the
U.S.S.R. must have been a tragic personal experience. For the fact
that the Russia of today no longer accepts his theories clearly illustrates the difference between the incrusted Communist doctrine
that prevails in that country today and the promise of growth and
development in the early concepts of the Russian revolution.
These revelations have been a bitter disillusionment to me personally [he confessed]. I always felt that the traditions of Russia
and our own country were so unlike each other that we could not
borrow from them in a literal way. But I did believe that a highly
important social experiment was going on in that country from
which we and the other so-called capitalistic nations could learn
a great deal. I looked upon the Soviet Union as a social laboratory in which significant experiments would be worked out.
Before the depression, that is, long before the day of conversion
arrived for so many of our young literary people, in 1928 to be
exact, I visited the Soviet Union and upon my return wrote a series of articles in which I presented the favorable aspects of what
was being accomplished there in the educational and cultural fields
in such a way that I was denounced as a Red and a Bolshevist.
I devoted my time to the study of the schools, what was being
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done for the young people and for the spread of culture through
the masses, mak5ng no study of the economic conditions. In spite
of the undue preGalence cd propaganda in the schools, I was
genuinely impressed by the hopeful and, a t that time, relatively
free attitude of the young people. Although I made no examination of political conditions, I was not then aware how impossible
it is for any traveler or towiat to get into any touch whatsower
with political methods.
That was before the initiation of the first five-year plan. Everything tightened up under the pressure of the five-year plans.
But I have qo doubt now that the causes of the increased
political restrictions which have finally established a reign of
terror were already a t work. Naturally they have affected the
whole educational system. Propaganda and regimentation
have grown enormously. So much so, that the pupils are now
even put into uniforms. The g ~ m of
a educational freedom which
certainly d s t e d in the better schools at that time have been,
according to reliable reports, all but completely destroyed.
I have learned to have a great respect for the capabilities of the
Rusdan people. In spite of the present black outlook, I still am
unable to surrender that faith. But how a change can be brought
about under the present conditions of suppression of individudity, falsification, and terrorism I have not the faintest conception. A people that is kept in systematic ignorance of what -is
going on in the world and even in their own country and which
is fed on lies has lost the fundamental leverage of progress. To
me, as an educator, this is the great tragedy of the Russian
situation.
I find i t equally disheartening [said Dr. Dewey, characteriatically concluding hi8 statement by once more bringing home the
analysis to our own problems] when in our country, some professed liberals have come to believe that for reasons of expediency our own people should be kept in the dark as to the actual
situation in Rulrsa. For truth, instead of being a bourgeois virtue, is the mainspring of all human progress.
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TIME FIGHTS ON THE SIDE OF DEMOCRACY
[This article from The Naa York Times of December 26. 1937. is reprinted with the permission of The Timw and the author.]

The new year begins for the democratic nations with an undeniable
recession in prestige which some people fear may develop into a fullsized depression. There was an international conference a t Brussels
to recall Japan in China to her senses, and as a result Japan now
stands astride a prostrate China. Several hundred thousand Italians
before Mussolini's windows thunder approval as I1 Duce takes
Italy out of the League of Nations. On our own side of the water
Brazil proclaims a form of government which may be nothing but the
old Latin-American dictatorship dressed up in 1937 language, but
which popular opinion calls fascism. Events in Spain are moving
to an Insurgent victory. The totalitarians are on the march and it
does seem as if the free nations were retiring to positions prepared
in advance. People are wondering if the forward sweep of the new
absolutism can be stopped and how.
To get a t the heart of our problem we cannot do better than
review the three big case histories of the last half dozen years, in
which democracy has come to grips with dictatorship. The record
shows one victory for absolutism over free government when Hitler
in 1933 destroyed the German Republic. I t shows one heartening
victory for free government over the menace of dictatorship when
France in 1934 happily surmounted the crisis precipitated by the
February riots in Paris. There, for several months, it seemed to
anxious hearts all over the world that the oldest and biggest of Europe's Continental democracies was headed for disaster by way of
civil war. The third case is that of Spain today. The actual decision
in the Spanish war has not yet been registered, but i t is the general
belief that Franco will win, and thus write down another victory
for a dictator over a republic. The score in our three leading cases is
two to one for despotism over freedom.
In all three instapces we observe the same major cause a t work.
The diagnosis is no secret. I t has been the axiom of victory and
defeat in all ages. I t is embodied in our own national creed. United
we stand and divided we fall. German popular government went
down before Hitler because there was internecine war in the ranks

of what should have been logically a German popular bloc. Too
much cannot be said of the fatal role played by the German Communists in those tragic days of 1931-32 when Chancellor Bruening
was fighting desperately to preserve democratic government against ,,
the double onset of a world depredon and Hitler; or, more correctly,
against a single formidable foe, the economic collapse expressing ,?
t
itself in the rise of Hitleri
Herr Bruening a t best would have been confronted with a her- 'i.
culean task. He was battling the same forces which had already
brought about a political revolution in Great Britain and were soon
to produce a political upheaval in the United States. But if German
democracy was fated to go undei, i t is still true that the Communists
chose tobe the agents of destiny by lending aid and comfort to Hitler.
They voted with the Nazis in the Reich and in Prussia for the sole
purpose of paralyzing the processes of government, and they succeeded. Had their Reichstag Deputies, ranging from fourscore to a
hundred in those years, been thrown to the support of Bruening
he would have controlled an impressive majority instead of hanging
on to power by the precarious margin of a score of votes, living on
reprieve, ruling by special decree, and intensifying in the German
people a weariness of political parties and the longing for a master.
The Communist strategy in Germany was simple enough. Its
aim was to wreck the democratic bourgeois regime because Communists regarded themselves as the designated beneficiaries of chaos.
They were the heirs apparent of a moribund capitalism. But they
were to learn better from Hitler, as the whole world has learned
better. Up to 1932 i t was the common belief among thinking men
that democratic breakdown meant a Communist succession. .Today
it is the general belief, well supported by fact, that if democracy
fails, the Fascists will rule in its place for as long a future as we can
envisage.
That lesson had been thoroughly well learned by the early winter
of 1934 when the French crisis broke. France met and defeated the
crisis by presenting a united front of all popular parties against the
threat of dictatorship. Former President Doumergue, called back
from retirement to head an emergency Cabinet of national concentration, carried out his task in a single radio speech. He reminded
his countrymen that a t the first sign of civil war the hereditary
enemy from across the Rhine would be on their backs. He way,;,,!:j
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powerfully seconded by Moscow. There the lesson of Hitler was
taken to heart and the policy of the united front was the result. I t
was proclaimed for all good Communists abroad. I t has remained
Communist policy till this day.
Needless to say, the other popular parties in France remembered
Germany and Hitler. We see i t today in the reasonable attitude of
French labor after the first ebullition of sit-down strikes and "seizures" of factories and shops. A moderate coalition government
under the Socialist Blum is succeeded by an even more conciliatory
Radical-Socialist government under Chautemps. The Fascist threat
in France has pretty well faded from the picture. Its leaders are
bringing libel suits against each other and calling names. Popular
government in France stands unimpaired because the popular forces
in the hour of crisis c l o d ranks.
Popular forces in unhappy Spain have been divided from the
beginning of the civil war. The untrained government detachments
went out to defeat General Franco under the leadership of their own
party and union committees. I t was as if in this country we went
forth to meet a foreign invader by A. F. L. unions and C. I. 0.unions
and Democratic brigades and Republican brigades and perhaps even
separate fighting units composed of members of the Electricians
Union, Local 34, Pittsburgh. In the Spanish trenches this has been a
pathetic business, not devoid of heroism. The question of military
discipline was still being debated when Franco stood a t the gates of
Madrid and the discussion went on even after the dramatic intervention of the International Brigade had saved the capital. Loyalist
Spain has suffered, of course, from regional dissensions. Catalonia has
done virtually nothing for the Loyalist cause, but Catalonia itself
has been rent by party and factional strife. There is a popular tradition that in any civil war foreign intervention ultimately spells
disaster for the side that invokes it. The foreigner only rallies national
sentiment against him. Such great precedents as the French Revolution and Soviet Russia have been frequently cited. But Mussolini's
volunteers in Franco's camp have not impelled patriotic Spaniards
to forget their differences and rally behind their own government.
Hitler's victory over democracy in 1933, the successful battle for
democracy in France in 1934, and Spain today are the three big
chapters in the recent war between free government and absolutism.
Japan in China today does not belong there. I t is customary to speak

;I
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of Japan as one of the Fascist Powers, and Japan has provided the
occasion by entering into ideological anti-Red pacts with Germany
and Italy. Japan describes her attack on China as a great sanitation
drive against communism. Twenty years ago old Clemenceau wanted
a cordon sarritaire around Bolshevist Russia, but he did not go further
than a cordon, a quarantine. Japan apparently has much more
advanced ideas about public health. She is determined to wipe out
the sources of Comrnunis* infection in China, even if it involves
cleaning Chioese independen* out of existence.
But we need net take all tbis ideology too seriously. Japan's course
in China today is our ~ld~friend
imperialism operating a t the modern
tempo of mechaniged warfare. Today's Communist "menace" is
very much like s well-known earlier Japanese apologia: " Merely
corrob~rativedetail, intended to give artistic verisimilitude to an
otherwise bald and unconvincing narrative." In the Far East i t is not
a c;uc of the democratic idea retreating before the Fascist idea I t is
simply a weak nation overwhelmed by a foreign aggressor. Japan's
march in China today is a continuation of the process that began in
1894,scored heavily against Russia in 1905,lunged forward and was
beaten back in the Twenty-One demands of 1915, and made a succeasful forward leap in Manchukuo in 1931. All this was before we
heard of ideological warfare.
In large measure this is true also of the European situation. Behind
the crusading ideologies we discern the old familiar appetites. Italian
fmciam in its external aspects is Italian imperialism. Nazism in its
foreign policies is the old German clamor for a place in the sun. The
new "blood brethren" in Central Europe are a close translation of
the old Mitteleuropa, and Hitler's longing for the Ukrainian wheat
fields is our old friend, the Drang nach Osten.
Yet undeniably on the European scene fascism and nazism do
have their ideological impact, Their ideas cross national boundaries
precisely like that earlier Communist ideology to which fascism calls
itself the challengeand the answer. Against old Clemenceau and
his anti-Communist cordon sanitaire, it used to be said, and with
much force, that you cannot build a wall against ideas. Communism,
if we dshed to put it harshly, was a disease feeding on mass misery
and discontent. I t attacked nations when they were badly run down.
The only effective way to comb& its spread was to build u p a nation's
resistance by toning up the system. The treatment calls for liberal
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applications of d d justice. Satisfy the working masses and you
have taken the measure of communism.
But if communism thrives on social misery, fascism thrives on
social strife. Fascism thrives on the fear of class war, whether the
fear be justified or imaginary. If the abditian of mass misery is the
best defense against the spread of ~ommu&tideology, abolition of
the class-war dogans and the class-war meniality are the best defense
against Fascist doctrine. Fascism has constituted itself civilization's
champion against the Bolshevist menace, with how much sincerity
in the C ~ of
W such champions of civilization as Mussolini and Hitler
we need not stop to debate.
But sincerely or not, f a e m has presented itself to the puylic
as the answer to class war. Wherever men ch&e to think of s o p 1
TTprogress only in terms of class war, there they are sure to meet the
a ~ a s d schallenge.
t
Wherever liberals, with the best intentions in the
i,aworld,let themselves be betrayed into class-war formulas and sg&k
;%of their countrymen as divided into "camps" and "enemies" a$d
ook forward to ''conquests,'' there we have the ground prepared for
counter-attack. A democracy is immune to fascism if it turns
resolutely on class war and r e a h s its allegiance to progress
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Democracies, standing on the defensive against the forward push
of the dictatorships, are compelled to fight on three fronts, one
ezternal and two internal. Of these the least serious one is the external
front, the line-up of so-called Fascist nations. If today we see the
democratic nations of the world consent to the rape of Ethiopia an
the viafat@ of China, and submit to being generally pushed
by the dictators, i t is not primarily that the democracies
outcome of a test of strength. They do not want to hear of such a
That is one of the two internal fronts just mentioned-the d 9 o c racies do not want to fight. They want peace. For twenty yeats now
they have been >edqcatedto the horrors of war, its wickedness an4
its folly; and short of wanton aggression on their own vital
they will not fight I t needs no deeper reasons to explain why
dictatorships are shoving. the democracies around with
Muasolini went into Ethiopia not very long after the
bad staged an overwhelming peace plebiscite and the
Oxford were taking pledges not to fight for king or
then England has rearmed-herwlf, but she still wants peace

Ft.

all English parties acclaimed Lord Halifax's mission to Hitler. And
over here, not content with s sweeping Neutrality Act, we have
Senators La Follette and Capper demanding a constitutional amendment prohibiting a declwation of wax without a plebiscite.
The other internal fmnt on which democracy finds itself facing
the-dictators is the class-parissue of which we have been talking. One
phase of it was admirably described by Walter Lippmann the other
day. Offhand, said Mr. Lippmann, we should expect the English
Conse~atives,now in power, to be the last people on earth to let
themselves be elpped around by Mussolini and Hitler. For the
English Cotlservaths are the historical English imperialists and
they-would belthe b t to resent the rival ambitions of Germany,
1&y, and Japan. But today the English Conservative fears the
idea of dass war more than he fears the foreign imperialists. Hitler,
M p d i n i , and Japan are territorial rivals, but their doctrine of
infernal order and discipline is not uncongenial to the English conh a t i v e mind.
But as a matter of fact this tolerance of Fascist provocation out
1,
of fear of the class-war doctrine is much more than a conservative
trait. I t may be said to hold good for the whole British people with
the exception of an insignificant Communist fragment. I t is, a t
bottom, true of the British Liberals and Laborites. These latter
have shown sympathy for the Loyalist cause in Spain, but it has
never really approached the dimensions of a whole-hearted desire
for a Loyalist victory in Spain. let alone active British intervention
to promote such a victory. For always there is the paralyzing thought
at a Loyalist victory as mattere stand now in Spain means a
oletarian regime. I t means the setting up of a system which in its
de*
of freedom and democracy and in its technique of terror is
e a t i d l y as abhwrent to Liberal and Labor minds as the Fascist
brand of absolutism. This same chill doubt has determined the
attitude of tbe United Front government in France, even when a
. $cialist named Blum b a t the head of affaim.
I t is the same painful moral dilemma that has aflFected the attitude
of the h e r i c a n people. We are remote from the scene of conflict
an have no fear of a proletarian dictatorship in Spain spilling over
OII our own shores. And yet, with a full measure of pity for the ordeal
o f ,thASpanish people and with hot indignation at Mussolini's and
Hi'jtler share in that agony, America, too, finds i t hard to bestow
I
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her wholehearted sympathy on the Loyalist cause, whose main
support comes from ultimately qnti-democratic forces. Our newspaper reports of the celebration of Soviet Russia's twentieth anniversary in Spain are not reassuring on this point. Perhaps our
judgment in the matter is mistaken. Perhaps there do exist in Spain
the makings of a Popular ~ r o n ddemocratic government. But that
error, if an e m r , is widespread.
Does this mean, then, that dictatorship may be expected to go
on challenging the democratic doctrine and scoring territorial victories, while the free countries take it and try to like it? Up to a
certain point, yes. The big democracies want peace; and they want
it so completely and openly that they are quite willing to make
sacrifices of prestige and material interest to which once upon a
time no nation would have consented. We live in frank and realistic
times, and what were once international fighting words are now
common verbal currency.
Once upon a time an unfriendly act between nations was a very
grave business. Today nations accuse each other of unfriendly acts
every day in the week. They call each other bandit and pirate and
scum of the earth, and the harsh words break no bones. In very
large measure the post-war education against national honor has
been successful; and the same with material interests. Great Britain
tolerates heavy trade losses in the Far East because war would be
even more costly. This country warns its citizens in foreign countries
that their private interests will not be allowed to involve us in war.
To be sure, the dictatorships a t heart are probably as averse to a big
war as we in the democratic camp. But they are willing to bluff it
out. They play the game more recklessly because dictatorship is a
gambling business. Democracy does not want to take chances.
But always up to a certain point. When the Fascist drive invades
the vital interests of the big democracies the free nations will fight.
And if ever it comes to the test of war i t will be demonstrated that
the free nation8 can make a much better show than they do now in
their present submissive attitude. I t is not only that their material
resources are enormous. I t will also appear that democracy's seeming
weakness as of today is really its strength. I t does not make a very
brave show to wash hands and say a plague on both your houses,
Communist and Fascist. But i t does mean that a t heart we have a
single, unifying faith. We are united for the democratic way of life.
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EDITORIALS FROM THE NEW YORK TIMES

The United States has lost its leadership in world affairs and to
that fact largely can be attributed the impotence of the Nine-Power
Treaty Conference in Brussels. The reason for this loss of influence
is plain: treaty-breaking governments and dictators have become
convinced that for no cause short of actual invasion will the United
States initiate or join in any effective movement to assure world
peace*
For this conviction on the part of these treaty-breakers the
"isolationists" and " pacifists" in Congress and their vociferous
supporters in the country are chiefly responsible. These groups
include persons who believe that we can stay out of any world conflict. They attribute our entrance into the last international war to
British propaganda and the schemes of bankers to enrich themselves;
and they oppose any strong peace measures by this Government, even
though to abstain from such might mean the loss of freedom to those
who regard i t as highly as they themselves, and an impairment of
liberty to men and women in this very hemisphere.
I t is the assertion of such groups and their Congressional representatives that, because of the gifts of nature and geography, the
United States can retain its institutions and live its full life alone
in a world where democracy does not elsewhere exist, even though
Great Britain and France were shackled by despotisms which turn
human beings into machines for conquest and consign liberty to
the fallacies of the past.
The power of these groups and their spokesmen has been in the
ascendancy, as acts and events plainly indicate. In recent years
they have &zed upon every occasion when the American Government was seeking to express the scruples of conscience against
treaty-breaking and aggression, to proclaim that, in no circumstances, would this people do anything effective to restore moral
standards among the nations. Organizing, writing pamphlets, and
using the Congressional Record as their gazette, they gave notice
as early as when Japan seized Manchukuo that the fixed future
).
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policy of the United States would be to keep out of war abroad, and
that it would take no steps to prevent it, however clear the threat
to our own institutions. .
The attitude took form in the so-called Neutrality Act of 1936,
with its "declaration of a state of war" and its "cash-and-carry"'
provisions. By the fimt named, the President was instructed by
Congress, upon discovery of the existence of a state of war abroad,
to withhold war material from all conmned, regardless of whether
an invaded nation, fighting fur its o m as in the case of Ethiopia,
was left a t the mercy of a most ruthless aggressor. By the second
named, American v e d s wen virtually swept from the seas, and
only tbose warring nations which have navies and trade fleets were
gitrsa ammito our markets.
Attempts, in the name of international decency, to distinguish
betwen honest and dishonest governments and to permit aid to
nations dearly acting in selfdefense against banditry, were beaten
down in Congress. The world was put on notice that the United
States was out to save itcl o m skin from immediate dangers; and
the dictators were informed that the American group controlling
policy was prepared to see the world remade on Fascist lines without interference and apparently without understanding that this
would mean anything dangerous to us a t all.
When the President, recently voicing this people's indignation
against the invasion of China by Japan and horror a t the butchery
a t Shanghai, recalled that there still were "quarantines" against
governments which did these things, a wholesome fear arose in
certain capitals that the Neutrality Act might not represent enduring
policy for the United States: And when next day the State Department named Japan a8 aggressor, the fear spread. But a little inquiry
sufficed to prove that the pacifist and isolationist groups would
not thus be led. Their Congrtssio-1 representatives denounced
the expressions as violations of the spirit of the Neutrality Act,
which in truth they wen, and, as soon as Congress met, the press
cables carried abroad proposals of war referenda and other evidences
that the group which framed the act is unchanged in its attitude.
The Japanese Ambassador to Washington did his duty, and did
it accuratelv and well, when he informed his colleague a t Brussels

that pacifism was still the American mood. The circulation of this
report in the conference capital both tempered the messages to
Tokyo and stiffened the rejections therefrom and in its atmosphere
the Brussels conference went to its inevitable, inept doom.
Meanwhile, on the pretext that a world alliance against communism is the first essential to peace, Japan, Germany, and Italy
have signed a treaty. Outwardly it pledges these governments to
stand with force against the encroachment of Soviet teachings and
the Soviet form of government. But in some European chancelleries
and in Washington the pact is interpreted as a pledge, necessarily
not stated in the treaty, that each of these three nations will stand
by the two others, defensively and offensively, until each has gained
its territorial and other objectives. To illustrate: If Italy further
threatens in the Mediterranean and Great Britain steps in to check,
Japan will proceed against Hongkong and Singapore. If Germany
thrusts southeastward in Europe and Great Britain and France
move to check, Italy will extend her Mediterranean spheres and
Japan will strike a t French and British possessions in the Orient.
The ability of the three Fascist States to carry out the arrangement
outlined above is, of course, open to the most serious doubts. Germany's Baltic coast is bare to the attack of the British fleet, and
experts are far from convinced that Mussolini could have his way
in the Mediterranean, even with Britain greatly preoccupied in
Northern European waters. The fact, however, that such a construction by responsible statesmen is placed upon the treaty, which
was heretofore largely regarded as a mutual envisioning of bugaboos,
now places the alliance where the democracies of the two hemispheres
must consider it in stating their policies. And nothing could more
effectively give expression to realization of the danger implicit in i t
than a tangible expression of the determination of this country to
stand by the other democracies should the need arise.
This is not a preachment for war measures. The people of the
United States are set against military expeditions, and rightly so.
But there are effective peace measures, the most recent illustration
being the decision of the British and American Governments to
negotiate a trade treaty. This should be supplemented by every
possible kind of private and public cooperation between Britons
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The seeds of international banditry which sprouted the bombs
and bullets that destroyed the gunboat Panay and spread death
among those aboard the vessel were sown long before the Japanese
invaded China this year in violation of treaties. They were sown by
4
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Mussolini a t Corfu in 1923,by Hitler when he tore up the Treaty of
Versailles, by Japan when it seized Manchukuo, by the Italian Army
in Ethiopia. The bombings and assassinations were inevitable in a
world which tolerates the breaking of solemn compacts and pledges.
Yet if they serve to awaken this nation to its responsibility they cannot be written down as wholly disastrous.
Again, and with determined firmness, the United States Government has lifted its voice in protest, and Great Britain, whose citizens
and shipping have been victims also, has made a similar declaration.
The rights of both nations in China, and the security of noncombatants, have been reasserted, and such guarantees required of
Japan as to preclude repetition. The two great democracies are
moving in parallel lines in an attempt to restore order, decency, and
safety in the world.
The parallel course is as sensible as it is strong. Self-interest automatically suggests it, and world peace requires it. In China a cohesive
policy is the need of the two governments if further incitements are
to be averted. In consulting with the British, and proceeding as they
are proceeding, the United States is not pulling their chestnuts
from the fire. We have chestnuts of our own, as the attack on the
Panay brings vividly to mind.
Because of our traditions and our politics the United States
cannot operate abroad by what is known to diplomacy as joint action.
This is so obvious, so well understood by men like Ambassador Sir
Ronald Lindsay, for example, that it was surprising to note in London
dispatches lately an echo of disappointment that this is true. But
the limitation is not necessarily a weakening of the position of the
two democracies which just now are most affected by events in the
Far East. Those Japanese statesmen who are reported from Tokyo
as fearing joint action only would discover their error if, unhappily
and unthinkably, their military forces were permitted to continue
their cruel and illicit warfare against friendly nations.
A concurrent policy of the United States and Great Britain needs
only to be followed to impress with its logical force and sincerity
other democracies with great stakes for peace in the Far East. The
interests of France and of the Netherlands, in the Pacific as well as
in European waters, cannot be preserved in a world where the
Yangtze attacks are tolerated or repeated. They must proceed along
the same parallels if international banditry is to be brought to the
halt which their sister democracies now seek to impose. .

Those British politicians who criticize the United States for
declining joint action, and thus tend to encourage Japan to overlook
the equal force of concurrent moves, should remember the faults
of their own policy which have done much to bring disorder and war
to peaceful areas. But the doctrines of isolation and pacifism in this
country have contributed their share to the lawless policies of the
treaty-breakers. I t is a time for these two democracies to understand
each other's diffrcuities, and move sympathetically to surmount them.

'

The reawakening of conscience and intelligence abroad which
came'with .the attack on the Panay offers hope once more that the
democracies, acting concurrently in many things, will set bounds
on the dictators and the breakers of treaties. I t is possible, without
war declared or undeclared, to impress upon outlaw governments
this new determination.
Great sums of money are required for these armies invading
foreign soil, and bankers in every country which wants peace and
international decency must surely be aware how credits can, and
why they should, be withheld. Certain raw materials are essential
to the conduct of wars; and they are to be found chiefly in democratic
territory. Without resort to the formal plan called "sanctions," the
governments whose citizens possess these credits and these materials,
acting independently but in parallel, can properly withhold them.
That must surely be their course if the violations of international
law continue. And in pursuing i t no nation, including the United
States, will have sacrificed its singleness of action or its freedom to
modify its policy a t any time which, in its individual judgment,
may be proper.
The foreshadowed necessity of such a step, the wisdom and
effectiveness of i t if taken, must commend themselves to all reasonable
persons in the United States as well as in other law-abiding nations.
Only the most rabid isolationists and the blindest pacifists can object:
the one, because they say they believe the United States can live
within and upon itself with liberty presewed, even if fascism extende
its aggressions to this very he&sphere; the other, because they
see in any step to enforce peace an invitation to war, and stubbornly
dispute the lessons of all history.
In the countries which have shattered international contracts,
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however, little doubt exists of the effectiveness of the method here
proposed in event of need. Their spoken words reveal fear that it
would mean the end of illegal aggressions and stop the spread of
Fascist ideas. They know that the more freely there is consultation
and parallel action in the krious and essential struggle to restore
peace in the world, d t h the present British and American concert
in the Far East as a model, the sooner that peace will come. In such
an undertaking the Government a t Washington is truly representing
the sense and sentiment of the people of the United States. Without
firing a shot, the United States can regain its lost leadership, and the
President and the Secretary of State are moving wisely and securely
toward that dearly desired objective.
Moreover, there are other governments and peoples which this
new determination will impress, and in that quarter the influence
toward peace and the reassertion of democratic ideals will be profound. These nations make up what is known as the Little Entente.
They have sought long and manfully to hold to democratic processes
and resist the pressure of fasdem on one border and communism on
the other. But when the Rhine was fortified by Germany in 1936,
and the great free nations of Europe made no move to prevent, a
feeling of helpless and dangerous isolation spread in the small countries east and southeast of the river. This feeling was intensified by
the debacle of the recent conference at Brussels.
With the great democracies separated from them by a ring of
G k a n steel and wavering poiicy in London and Paris the question
of self-preservation became more acute in the Little Entente. Perhaps i t was necessary, they naturally argued, to join with militant
fascism lest they be overwhelmed by militant communism, with
its savage, bloody purges. This state of alarm has tended to stifle
democracy in the small European nations and to stimulate the
oppression of minorities. Clear evidence a t last that the great lawabiding, liberty-loving Powers have effectively ranged themselves
against aggression and treaty-breaking will do much in those regions
to disintegrate the threats of fascism and communism. On that road
world peace assuredly is to be found.
In response to "inquiries and suggestions . . . from many
sources . . . arising out of disturbed situations in many parts of

+i.
the world," Secretary Hull on July I 5, 1937, offered an outline of
the Government's foreign policy. That statement, though necessarily
general in its terms, bears repetition a t this moment.
The points were couched in the language of diplomacy, but, reduced
to their essentials, they are as follows:
I. Peace, above all and foremost, through national and international self-restraint; through abstinence by nations of the use of
force in pursuit of policy; and through non-interference in the internal
affairs of other nations.
2. Adjustment of international problems through peaceful
negotiation and agreement.
3. Faithful observance of international agreements, with modification of terms, when need arises, by orderly processes.
4. Respect by all the nations for the rights of others.
5. The revitalizing of international law.
6. The promotion of economic stability and security throughout
the world through the lowering of trade barriers, and the equality of
treatment of nation to nation.
7. Limitation and reduction of armament, the United States
standing ready to reduce or increase in proportion to the reduction
or increase of other countries.
8. No alliances or "entangling commitments" with single nations,
but cooperative effort with any and all to achieve the program here
set forth.
This program, as Mr. Hull has often conceded, will call for some
material sacrifices all round. But the sooner the aggressors and treatybreakers are convinced that the great democracies are in the mood
to make these sacrifices, the fewer will be required, the nearer will
be the goal.
If this doctrine were in effect among the peoples of the world
today, there would be no crisis in the Far East, no restless sleeping
on arms in Europe, no following in this country for such fantasies
as the Ludlow Resolution. The failure a t Brussels was a barrier to
cooperation for peace and the sanctity of treaties. But once more
the democracies are moving in parallel lines, and those who stand in
the path of peace should take fresh counsel.
On false information as to British pacifism, Germany plunged
into the World War with results most disastrous to her. False information as to American pacifism, and of the concurrent mood of this
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nation and Great Britain, can mean but tragedy for Japan. The
democracies in this Christmas season are on the move for peace on
earth, and their concurrent efforts can achieve it.
The name belongs to one religion but the spirit belongs to them
all. Now, in this crisis of the modern world, when artillery drowns
the sound of bells, when prayers can hardly be heard by human ears
because of the groans of the dying, we need to realize this truth. We
are not deeply divided by sectarian lines. The division is between
those who wish their neighbors well, who work and pray for peace
and good will in our time, and those who do not.
I t is a struggle, a t best. So i t has been throughout the ages. Socrates
knew it, and Buddha, and Christ. The heart of man is darkness shot
with light. He is an animal who rises a t times to kinship with divinity,
a god who sinks despairingly through bleak and terrible abysses. But
the light strives upward, and will not die. I t is not put out when the
bomb slips earthward, when the artillerymen stand to the guns
hurling shells into the defenseless city, when the machine guns silence
forever the diggers, the builders, the inventors, and the singers of
songs. I t cannot be quenched by edicts, nor blotted out by censorships. Not by hate, nor cruelty, nor selfishness-though these things
remain-can i t be forever extinguished. Always the hope returns,
always the dream straining outward and upward.
We hear the beating of wings over Bethlehem and a light that is
not of the sun or of the stars shines in the midnight sky. Let the
beauty of the story take away all narrowness, all thought of formal
creeds. Let i t be remembered as a story that has happened again
and again, to men of many different races, that has been expressed
through many religions, that has been called by many different
names. Time and space and language lay no limitations upon human
brotherhood. In plain churches set high in the hills, in great cathedrals
where the incense drifts above the heads of the kneeling worshipers,
in synagogues, on street corners where the evangelist prays amid
the clangor of traffic, in laboratories where the scientist bends over
his test tube in the long battle against disease and pain, on ships a t
sea where the quartermaster stands to the wheel and the captain
holds the deck while the last lifeboat puts off, in burning buildings
6
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where the fireman mounts the ladder set against the tottering wall,
in bare rooms where the poor divide their bread with those who an
poorer, in prisons and concentration camps where men abide in
misery for the tmth's sake-there is the qpirit of Christmas, of the
Feast of Lights, of brotherhood. There is religion, there is reverence,
there is the Holy of Holies. For this the bells ring.
Fear and sorrow, and the hate that is born of them, bestride the
earth. They hold their 1inmVadvance their armies, destroy cities,
tra~ppledown growing crops, parade in bitter triumph with the
thumping of hobbed boots and the flash of bayonets. But we know
on Christmas morning that their strategy is doomed to fail. The
human spirit will wt endure for a long time the degradation of their
presence. God will not be mocked farever-nor will man. Ever the
truth will1 form its way through the ducrt of battle. We are'of One
body and cine flesh-the black, the yellow, the white, whose prayers
go up to one God under different names. It is our own flesh that is
tornJwhenthe shell explodes, that is pierced by the thrusting bayonet.
Our hate recoils upon us and destroys us. It is only our love that
sunrivet3 and is immortal.
I t is the fear and hate that are impractical and visionary. The
spirit that is evoked on this morning of gifts and rejoicing and good
will is more practical than all our inventions. It is the spirit of life, of
creativeness, and kin to that spirit which set the stars in their courses
and caused the rain to fall and made the earth fruitful. Not tanks,
nor guns, aor bombs, nor armed fleets can destroy it, nor the mightiest
armies: at the laet it is they that will be destroyed. It will be the
lips of the most valorous that will whisper in the end, after the battle
aiee are silenced, "Peace on earth; good will toward men."
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